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This paper contains results of urban canyon effective albedo numerical simulations carried 
out with use of model AKM (Albedo efektywne Kanionu Miejskiego). This algorithm, written in 
Fortran 77 programming language, bases on Monte Carlo method assuming solution of analytical 
problem with the help of random numbers generator. Model enables simulations of daily variabi-
lity of street urban canyon effective albedo during any day of the year, with any value of walls 
and street albedo and H/W ratio. Preliminary results confirm known from literature dependence 
between canyon geometry and its ability to solar radiation absorption. Moreover results indicate 
significant role of partial surfaces albedo (walls and street). Analyzed hypothetical canyons with 
diversified albedo of walls and street were characterized by very low effective albedo (about 0.1 
and lower) but in specific cases parameter can be higher (more than 0.3). Daily course of urban 
canyon effective albedo is distinguished by bigger diversification in comparison with classical   
U–shape course of flat surface albedo. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy exchange between the active surface and the troposphere is one of 
factors determining local climate. Intensity of this exchange depends, among 
other things, on physical characteristics of surface and can be described with 
well-know parameter called albedo, that is an ability of flat, wide and homoge-
neous surface to the refection of solar radiation. Value of albedo depends on 
Sun height and physical parameters of surface like color, moisture and rough-
ness. In real conditions, many surfaces, both natural and artificial, are not flat 
and homogeneous for example urban surface. In such case radiation is repea-
tedly reflected between partial surfaces of structure and during every reflection 
part of radiation is absorbed (Fig. 1b). So, additional factors which determine 
solar radiation absorption occur – surface geometry and albedo of every partial 
surface (walls, street and roofs, etc). To emphasize this specific process of solar 
radiation absorption by geometrically complicated surface, factor describing its 
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intensity is called effective albedo or, rarely, urban albedo (A i d a  1982; 
A i d a , G o t o h  1982; S i e v e r s , Z d u n k o w s k i  1985; A r n f i e l d  
1988; O k e  1988; M a s s o n  2000; K o n d o  et al. 2001; S a i l o r , F a n  
2002; F o r t u n i a k  2003, 2007; P a w l a k , F o r t u n i a k  2002, 2003).  

Influence of real urban surface geometry, albedo of walls and streets on ef-
fective albedo is being discussed for many years. Quantitative determination of 
this dependence is very difficult because of enormous diversification of width 
of streets, height of walls and their albedo values. Popular solution of this pro-
blem is concentrating on simple urban structures, prevalent in building deve-
lopment, like street urban canyon or complex of identical symmetrically located 
houses. It allows the reduction of surface variability to a few basic elements like 
walls and street (N u n e z , O k e  1977; A i d a  1982; N a k a m u r a , O k e  
1988; A r n f i e l d  1990; K a n d a , K a t s u y a m a  2002; K a n d a  et al. 
2005; P o d s t a w c z y ń s k a , P a w l a k  2005; F o r t u n i a k  2007). In 
accordance with such approach the aim of this work was to analyse the effective 
albedo of street urban canyon. This structure is one of the most frequent struc-
tures, especially within the city center, which can be seen in Łódź – center of 
the city is a net of intersected canyons (Fig. 1a). Street urban canyon is a street 
with opposing walls and its basic geometric parameter is a H/W ratio (Fig. 1c).  

 

 

a) b) 

 
 

 

 
c) 

 
 

Fig. 1. Net of urban canyon in the center of Łódź (a), multiple reflection of solar radiation 
process (b), real urban canyon in Łódź – Więckowskiego Street (c) 

 

Rys. 1. Sieć kanionów miejskich w centrum Łodzi (a), odbicie wielokrotne promieniowania 
słonecznego (b), rzeczywisty kanion miejski w Łodzi – ul. Więckowskiego (c) 
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Measurements of effective albedo of real urban structures are very difficult 
and time-consuming. Application of physical models simulating simple urban 
surface (A i d a  1982; S i e v e r s , Z d u n k o w s k i  1985; K o n d o  et al. 
2001; P a w l a k  2006) solves this problem only partly. As distinct from geo-
metrical parameters, analysis of albedo of walls and street influence on effective 
albedo is limited. Better solution can be an application of numerical model 
which calculates effective albedo of urban canyon for any geometrical and 
physical parameters.  
 

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION AND VALIDATION 
 

Algorithm AKM (acronym of polish words „Albedo efektywne Kanionu 
Miejskiego”) used in this work, was written in Fortran language and is based on 

so-called “photon tracking 
method” (K o n d o  et al. 2001), 
which consists of “observation” 
of photon within the canyon until 
absorption or reflection outside 
(Fig. 2). Basic assumption of 
algorithm is isotropic reflection 
of direct and diffuse solar radia-
tion from the street and walls. 
Solar radiation is a flux of large 
number of photons so it is neces-
sary to generate tracks of many 
photons and because of it algo-
rithm bases on Monte Carlo 
method which assumes solution 
of analytical problem with ran-
dom numbers generator (M o n -
t á v e z , Ji m é n e s  2000). 

This way moment of photon’s absorption or reflection and calculation of re-
flection angle were solved. Reflection angle γ was calculated with Lambelts 
law:  

 
γ = arccos(1 – 2·rn[0;1]),     (1) 

 
where rn[0:1] indicates random number between from the range 0 to 1.  
Effective albedo was calculated as proportion between number of photons re-
flected outside the canyon to number of all photons reach the canyon: 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Example of multiple reflection of solar  
radiation within the urban canyon 

 

Rys. 2. Przykład odbicia wielokrotnego  
promieniowania słonecznego  
wewnątrz kanionu miejskiego 
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Moreover the model assumes unlimited number of multiple reflections and infi-
nite length of canyon which allows reduction from three to two dimensional 
analysis. Input parameters are height of walls H, width of street W, and albedo 
of walls αH and street αW (Fig. 2). There is no need to calculate additional pa-
rameters like sky view factor which is necessary in analytical solutions  
(P a w l a k , F o r t u n i a k  2002, 2003) and this is a substantial advantage of 
AKM algorithm basing on Monte Carlo method. 

 
First of all, algorithm was tested with effective albedo data obtained from 

two experiments which used physical models and simulated simple urban sur-
face. Figure 3 (left panel) shows results of well known Aida’s experiments 
(A i d a , 1982). Points represent effective albedo of urban canyon built of con-
crete blocks, oriented north–south and east–west. Black lines indicate results of 
numerical simulations executed with model AKM. Right panel on Figure 3 
shows results of experiment carried out in Łódź in 2002 and 2003 but canyons 
were built by red bricks (P a w l a k , F o r t u n i a k  2003;  P a w l a k  2006). 
Both cases show good agreement of simulations with experimental data. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Effective albedo of physical model built by concrete blocks (left graphs)  
and red bricks (right graphs) and parameterized by Monte Carlo algorithm AKM 

 

Rys. 3. Albedo efektywne modelu fizycznego zbudowanego z bloczków betonowych  
(lewe wykresy) i czerwonych cegieł (prawe wykresy)  

oraz parametryzowane modelem Monte Carlo 
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RESULTS 
 

Figure 4 shows general relationship between effective albedo of urban  
canyon and canyon geometry (H/W = 0 indicates flat surface, H/W = 3 indicates 
canyon with walls three times higher than street width) for different Sun heights 
above horizon (20, 35, 50, 65 and 80 degrees), when different part of the  
canyon is shadowed. Calculations were carried out for the canyon perpendicular 
(Fig. 4, left graph) and parallel (Fig. 4, right graph) to the Sun azimuth and  
albedo of walls equals albedo of street (0.6 – upper group of curves on Fig. 5 
and 0.2 – lower group of curves) with consideration of changeable portion of 
direct Ih and diffuse ih radiation in total solar radiation. 

 

 
Apart from physical parameters of walls and street, effective albedo de-

creases with increase of H/W ratio. This effect is also connected with portion of 
diffuse and direct radiation in total solar radiation for the different Sun heights. 
With decreasing of canyon width amount of direct solar radiation reflected by 
the canyon after first reflection also decreases. Moreover, shading changes in 
canyon perpendicular to Sun azimuth (Fig. 5, left) result in the characteristic 
bend of curves, which can be seen especially when the Sun is low (for example 
20 degrees above horizon). In such case, when canyon is wide, greater part of 
canyon is illuminated by direct radiation (Fig. 5, left). Sky View Factor (SVF) 
of this not shaded part is high, so reflection of direct radiation outside the can-
yon is intensive and effective albedo is relatively high. When the canyon is nar-

 
 

Fig. 4. Effective albedo of urban canyon as a function of H/W ratio. Different values  
of Sun height, canyon azimuth considered. Albedo of walls equals albedo of street 

 

Rys. 4. Albedo efektywne kanionu miejskiego w funkcji parametru H/W. Rozpatrzono  
różne wysokości Słońca i azymut kanionu. Albedo ścian jest równe albedo ulicy 
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rower shadow on the street becomes vaster and effective albedo decreases. In-
crease of H/W ratio over 0.4 causes the effective albedo to decrease slower and 
reach stable value (SVF of not shaded part of wall tends to 0.5). In such case 
approximately the same amount of direct radiation is reflected outside the  
canyon. In consequence, for the low Sun height effective albedo approximately 
equals 0.5 of albedo of wall. In case of very narrow systems whole radiation not 
reflected to the sky during first reflection is absorbed by the canyon in multiple 
reflection process. It is clearly visible in case of systems with low albedo of 
walls and street (Fig. 4, left, lower group of curves).  

 

 
For the higher Sun angles effective albedo reaches stable value only for 

very narrow canyons. For example, when the Sun is 50 degrees above horizon, 
effective albedo reaches stable value for the canyon with H/W ration higher than 
1.2. Moreover, effective albedo of narrow urban canyon is higher when the Sun 
is low, because of more direct radiation incidents inside the structure, where it is 
absorbed before multiple reflections.  

When urban canyon is parallel to Sun azimuth (Fig. 4, right graph), effec-
tive albedo is lower for narrower canyons too. The main difference is its inde-
pendence from Sun height as only street is illuminated by direct radiation and it 
is a source of solar radiation for walls. Characteristic curves bends are not ob-
served in this case, because of lack of shadow changes within the canyon. Influ-
ence of Sun height is seen only for narrow canyons (with H/W > 2), when rela-
tively high amount of diffuse solar radiation is reflected outside the canyon. 

In case of overcast sky, when total radiation consist of only diffuse radia-
tion, effective albedo decrease with the increase of H/W ratio, but its value does 
not depend on solar angle and canyon azimuth (Fig. 4).  

Discussed cases assumed that albedo of walls and street are equal, but in 
real canyons such situation is rather rare. Therefore, the next step was to put 
physical parameters of walls and street similar to real building development 
(Fig. 6) into model. Two different cases were considered: the first (Fig. 6, left 
graph), with albedo of walls αH1,H2 = 0.32 (walls built by window glass) was 

 
 

Fig. 5. Shadowing of the urban canyon with Solar angle = 20 degrees above horizon 
 

Rys. 5. Zacienienie kanionu miejskiego przy wysokości Słońca = 20° 
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lower than albedo of street αW = 0.16 (street covered by grey stone) and the 
second (Fig. 6, right graph), assumes that canyon consist of wall (αH1,H2 = 0.65) 
which strongly reflects radiation in comparison with street (wall covered by 
white plaster and street covered by asphalt, αW = 0.1). Fig. 6 shows calculation 
results only for more interesting canyon perpendicular to sun azimuth. In the 
first case apart from solar angle, effective albedo decreased with the increase of 
canyon depth. Relatively strong reflection of radiation by the street doesn’t mat-
ter, because significant part of reflected radiation is absorbed by dark walls.  

 

 
Effective albedo has got completely different features when αH1H2 is higher 

than αW. Even when Sun is very high, effective albedo increases with increase 
of canyon depth. This effect is caused by relatively bright walls – significant 
part of incident radiation is reflected outside the canyon, and it means increase 
of effective albedo. What is particularly essential is the big difference between 
effective albedo values of narrow canyons in both cases. In the first case when 
the Sun angle was low, calculated effective albedo had a value of the order of 
0.06, but in the second case it was over 0.32. Such substantial difference shows, 
that application of adequate building materials allows for effective albedo „ma-
nipulation”, which allows changes of intensity of solar radiation absorption by 
urban canyon and, in consequence, changes of climate conditions within the 
urban structures.  

Numerical algorithm AKM allows for calculating daily courses of urban 
canyon effective albedo, which is presented in Figure 7. Lines indicate daily 
variability of effective albedo of canyons for different H/W ratio. Calculations 
were carried out for north–south oriented canyons (Fig. 7, left graph) for sum-
mer solstice day, with the assumption that albedo of street and walls equals 0.4. 

  
 

Fig.6. Effective albedo of urban canyon as a function of H/W ratio. Different values  
of Sun height, canyon azimuth considered. Albedo of walls not equals albedo of street 

 

Rys. 6. Albedo efektywne kanionu miejskiego w funkcji parametru H/W. Rozpatrzono  
różne wysokości Słońca i azymut kanionu. Albedo ścian różni się od albedo ulicy 
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Variability of effective albedo is an effect of daily course of Sun height, Sun 
azimuth and shadow coverage changes within the canyon. Daily courses of αef 
are completely different for the wide and narrow canyons. In all cases extreme 
values are observed at noon. In wide canyon (H/W ≤ 1) it has maximum value 
due to direct radiation incidents along the canyon and only small portion of 
reflected radiation is absorbed by walls. In the narrow canyon (H/W > 1) oppo-
site situation can be observed – minimum value of effective albedo occurs,  
direct radiation incidents along the canyon but SVF of street is very small and 
absorption is much stronger.  

 
When the canyon is east–west oriented (Fig. 7, right graph), extreme values 

don’t occur at noon. Effective albedo of wide canyon is stable during almost 
whole day, but in narrow canyon minimum values occurs about 5 hours before 
and after noon, when Sun azimuth equals canyon azimuth. In the narrow canyon 
(H/W > 3) additional local maximum of effective albedo at noon occurs because 
the Sun illuminates only part of walls which strongly reflect radiation outside of 
the canyon. In both, north–south and east–west orientation, effective albedo of 
narrow canyon is 4 time lower than albedo of flat surface and its daily ampli-
tude reaches almost 0.1. 

Geometry plays an important role in effective albedo forming, but highly 
interesting is daily variation of solar radiation reflection by the canyon with 
different albedo of walls and street. Such calculations were carried out on 22nd 
of June with assumption that αH1H2 is lower than αW (Fig. 8, left graphs) and 
higher than αW (Fig. 8, right side graphs) for NS and EW orientations. Higher 
albedo of street than walls causes local maximum in narrow canyon to occur at 

 
 

Fig.7. Daily courses of effective albedo of urban canyon calculated  
with Monte Carlo algorithm AKM for 22 of June. Different H/W ratio values  

and canyon orientation considered. Albedo of walls equals albedo of street 
 

Rys. 7. Zmienność dzienna albedo efektywnego kanionu miejskiego w dniu 22 lipca  
parametryzowana modelem AKM. Rozpatrzono różne wartości parametru H/W.  

Albedo ścian jest równe albedo ulicy 
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noon and this is the important difference in comparison with previous cases. 
The second case is more interesting when the canyon consists of white walls 
and street is covered by black asphalt. Such substantial contrast between physi-
cal parameters of materials causes kind of „inversion” in the dependence be-
tween effective albedo and H/W ratio. Increase of canyon depth causes increase 
of effective albedo during almost day all day (except noon, when direct radia-
tion illuminates only black street). Moreover, it is necessary to emphasize, that 
daily effective albedo amplitude in narrow canyon with αH1H2 < αW reaches 
about 0.04 but when walls are white amplitude exceeds 0.3. Similar depen-
dences are observed in case of EW oriented canyons but extreme values occur  
5 hours before and after noon. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
Numerical simulations allow the detailed analysis of effective albedo of  

urban canyon with prior assumption of values of geometrical and physical pa-
rameters. Narrower canyons absorbed solar radiation strongly but what is of 
equal importance is that intensity of this process is very complex. Canyons geo-
metry (high value of H/W ratio) and especially variability of walls and street 

 
 

Fig.8. Daily courses of effective albedo of urban canyon calculated  
with Monte Carlo algorithm AKM for 22 of June. Different H/W ratio values  
and canyon orientation considered. Albedo of walls not equals albedo of street 

 

Rys. 8. Zmienność dzienna albedo efektywnego kanionu miejskiego w dniu 22 lipca  
parametryzowana modelem AKM.  Rozpatrzono różne wartości parametru H/W.  

Albedo ścian różni się od albedo ulicy 
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ability to reflect solar radiation causes that more than one minimum or maxi-
mum during the day can be observed. Application of suitable building materials 
causes relatively strong or weak solar radiation absorption, so this way micro-
climate of urban canyon can be modified.  
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STRESZCZENIE 

 
Opracowanie zawiera wyniki symulacji numerycznych albedo efektywnego kanionu miej-

skiego wykonane za pomocą modelu AKM (Albedo efektywne Kanionu Miejskiego). Algorytm 
ten napisany w języku Fortran 77 został oparty na metodzie Monte Carlo, umożliwiającej rozwią-
zywanie problemów analitycznych za pomocą generatora liczb losowych. Model umożliwia 
symulacje dziennej zmienność albedo efektywnego kanionu miejskiego o dowolnej wartości 
parametru H/W oraz albedo ścian i ulicy, w ciągu dowolnego dnia roku. Rezultaty potwierdzają 
znaną z literatury zależność między geometrią kanionu a jego zdolnością do pochłaniania pro-
mieniowania słonecznego oraz niezwykle istotną rolę albedo elementów kanionu, czyli ścian  
i ulicy. Analizowane teoretyczne kaniony ze zróżnicowanymi wartościami albedo ścian i ulicy 
charakteryzowały się bardzo niskim albedo efektywnym (około 0,1 lub nawet mniej), ale w spe-
cyficznych przypadkach wartość parametru może być zdecydowanie wyższa (powyżej 0,3). 
Dzienny rytm albedo efektywnego kanionu miejskiego odznacza się dużym zróżnicowaniem  
w porównaniu z klasycznym U-kształtnym przebiegiem albedo powierzchni płaskiej.  
 


